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Now if the functions (2 and W be introduced as new variables in place of 
x and y, and put 

7zz&2(x, y), v-W(x, y), 

r. ((x, IJ ), .S1 W(xj, 81 ), 

the group takes the simple foirm 

. r, eY 1 +t; (25) 

that is, the form of a group of translations. 
The niew variables X and y are called the canonicail variables of the one 

parameter group (24), and (25) is called the canonical form of (24). 
The reader will find nmany interesting details relative to the poilnts and 

theoremns here discussed, in the third chapter of LIE'S lectures on differential 
equations. 

Princeton Un.iversity, 21 February, 1898. 

I To be Continued. J 

DEPARTM ENTS. 

SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS. 

ARITHM ETIC. 

84. Proposed by SYLVESTER ROBINS, North Branch Depot, N. J. 

Show how to find sides, integral, fractional, and irrational for twenty-four triangles, 
each one contatininig 330 squlare yards. 

Solution by the PROPOSER. 

1. A 2_3302 2x2x3x3x5x'5xlix11=z(5X1l)(2X3X5)(2Xll)x3 
-55 x 30.22 x 3. .. Sides of triangle are 25, 33, and 52. 

2. A 2-3O2 =(2 x 5 x 11)(3 X 3 x 11)(2 x 5)_-1 1( x 99 x 10 x 1. .. Sides 
of A are 11, 100, and 109. 

3. A 2=3302 =(2 x 5 x 5)(3 x 11)(11)(2 x 3)-50 x 33 x 11 x 6. .Sides of 
A are 17, 39, 44. 

4. 3302 -(2 x 3 x 11)(5x 11)(2 x 3)(5)-66 x 55 x 6x5. . . Sides of Aare 

11, 60, and 61. 

5. 33022=(2x2x2x2x3)( )(3 x 5)(21-)-48x27i x 15x 5... Sides 

of A are 201, 33, anid 421. 
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6. 3302 =(2x2x11)(2x2x5)(3X)ll) 3( 5 =)44X20X16iX721. .. Sides 

of A are 24, 27i, and 361. 

7. 3302=(2X2X3X5) (3>i5 ;ll)(2X2X2X2) ( X 411X 16X21. 

. . Sides of A are 181, 44, and 571. 

8. 3302 = (3X3X 1 1)(2X 3X3X5) (2> 6 )()-=99X9OX7jx1 .. Sides of 

A are 9, 911, and 97*. 

9. A 2zz1652-3X3X5X5X11X11-(3X11)(2X2Xc5)(- 1)Q-)= 33X20X 

7iX51. .. Sides of A=165 are 13, 25i, and 271, and sides of -330 are 13V/2, 

25*fi'2, and 271j/2. 

10. 1652-(2X3X5) (p21 )(j2 )(2X 2X2)=30X13IX81X8. .. Sides 

of A are 161, 21-, and 22. Sides of similar A containing 330 must be 16h1/2, 
2111./2, and 22t/2. 

1.1. A\2=110-2X2X5X5X I 1X I I --(2X2X2X3)Q(2' )(--2)(2X1) 

-24x9*x7Ix7*. .. Sides of Anz110 are 14k5-, 16i, and 161. Sides of A -330 
are 140-,/3, 16fi/,3, and 161i/3. 

12. 1102=(Q x 5 i )(2 x 3 x 5)(J-')(3)-361 x 30 x 31 x 3. . . Sides are 

61, 33, and 331, and sides of similar An-330 nmust be 61;/3, 331/3, and 33fi./3. 
13. 2 -662=2x2x3x3x11x11=(2x11)(11)(3x3)(2)-22x11x9x2. 

Sides of A =66 are 11, 13, and 20, and sides of An-330 are 111/5, 131/5, and 
20,/'5. 

14. 662z(2x3x3x3)(3x3x3)( 43x27x)(3l > -4x27x 268-x1-. 

Sides are 27, 27k, and 53$, and sidesofAz=330a.re271,/5,27;,. '5, and531,/5. 

15. 662z-(3x11)(- -)(2x2x2x2)(1) 33x16Ix16x*. . . Sides of 

AL-66 are I6N, 17, and 321. Necessarily, sides of similar A ---33() are 161j/5. 
171/5, and 3211/5S. 

165. 662=(2x2x2x3)(3x )(11)(2)-24 x 161 x Ix 2. . Sides are 7i, 

181, and 22, and sides of similar A =330 are 71j/5, 181,/5, 221/5. 

17 2 
--)(-11) )(x5 18x9*x5ix3l. 17. =52(5x5xllxllN=(2x,3x3) - -X- )(-f-( I =89Xi 

Sides are 86-, 12i, and 141, and sides of A-330 are 85/ '6, 12fi/6. and l4lI/6. 

18. 552_(2x2x5)( %)(3x3)(211 )=20x91x9xl5. .Sides of s- 

55 are 10-, 11, and 18i, and sides of A--8330 are lOp 6, 111 "6, 18WI'6. 
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1 9. A\ 2 -(47Al) 2-(j3jA )2 =(3 X l1l)(2x3X 5)(i '1() ( 5)=33x30x14x1. 

* . Sides are 3, 318-, and 31-, and sides of n 330 are 3V/7, 313-/7, and 314.j7. 
20. A2=(7D=(i7 

( 2 x 5 ) (xi) (2 x 3)(5)=1557X45 X X 57 

.*. Sides are 11, 91, and 1O5-, and sides of A_330 are 111/7, 9-5-1/7, and 1051/7. 

21. (471) 2 (3O)2=(2x11)( 2x2x2x3x5) () (x 1) 22X1742 

x2N. .. Sides are 46, 19i, anid 19-194, and sides of A -_330 are 46 l7, l94j/7, 
I 99-14/'7. 

22. (474 )2=(j 3 0)2 (3x1)(2x 2 x 3x 5)(2 2) (51l)_16 x84 

X3I-. .. Sides are 12 124, and 124-, and sides of z-330 are 71-7-1'7, 12 1/17, 
and 124i,"7. 

2 3 . /\ 3 3 ( 3 x ~ ~3 x 1 1 x11)=(2)(11)(2x2)(! 

* . Sides are 5i, 121, and 15, and sides of similar A-=330 are 511/10, 1211/10, 
and 151/10. 

24. 332:=(3X3X5)(1 x 1 )(2X5)(2)=224x12 1jX10X .X . Sides 

are 102 , 12i, and 22,1,, and sides of A =330 are 10(J/'0, 12fi/10, and 2211/1 10. 
25. A 2 302 -2 x 2X3X3X5X'- (3X5)(2x5)(3)(2) 15X1OX3>/2. 

Sides of = )30 are 5, 12, and 13, anid sides of A =330 are 51/11, 12 /11, anid 
131/11. 

26. 302=(2X2X5)(2X2X3)(3 X 5)(1)=2oX12X7iXi. . . Sides are 8, 

12i, and 194, and sides of Az330 are 81/11, 1241/11, anid 19V1/11. 
27. 302zz(2X2X2X2X2)(2X3X5)( 2X2 )( 2 )w-32X30X41-X-4. 

Sides of A =30 are 2, 301, and 311, and sides of A --330 are 21/11, 3034I/'I1, 
and 31i1/11. 

28. = (25-^2=,1%2(X)1) 3 =) 1--)15X11X2A-1X 

?W. . * . Sides are 4, 12 i. and 13 -14W and sides of A =-330 are 41 /13, 12 ,-1/ 13, 
and 13 14 / 13. 

29. ( X ) 2 = (i2X3XiX11) (2X l l)(3)(l1-) =25 lFiX22X3X-15 .. Sides are 

3-&, 22-4x, and 25, anid sides of Azz33O are 3NI/13, 221%1/13, and 251/13. 
30 A2=(234)2=(t6a)2 =X3X5Xi32K1x I 

(X5X11) (1Xy) 

(2X2X3X5 )(2)=11 4X54X4144 X2. .2 . Sides of A /234 are 64-, 74, and 9I1, 
and sides of A =330 are 621/14, 741/ 14, and 911{/ 14. 
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31. (237)=( -6s- (2xll ) ( 7 )(x) =2-Ts4x0 j4. 

Sides are 10-N, 12. and 21}4, and sides of izzz330 are lOf-l/'14, 121/14, and 
2l 1-'-il 14. 

32. A 2 =222 =2x2xllxll=(2x11)(2x3x3)(-J-ai)(I)=22xl8x3ixi. .*. Sides 
are 4, 18k. and 21i, and sides of A =330 are 41/'15, 18k1/15, and 21i*/'lb. 

33. A2 =152 =3x3:x5x5=(2x5)(2xi3)(2)(2 )=lOx6x2ixI . . . Sides are 
4, 71, and 8k, and, of course sides of A =330 are 41/22, 7k1/22, and 8kV/22. 

34. A 2=102=2x2x5x5=(3x3) (5) (25- )(U=9x5x3xk. .*. Sides are 

4, 5i, and 8*, and sides of A =330 are 41//33, 5i 1/33, and 811/33. 

ALGEBRA. 

79. Proposed by C. W. M. BLACK, A. M., Professor of Mathematics, Wesleyan Academy, Wilbraham, Mass. 

Of n persons A, B, C, etc., A gives to the others as much as each of themii already 
has; theni B gives to the others ats nmiucli as each theniIas; and so oni for each in turn. Fin- 
ally, A, B, C, etc., have respectively a, b, c, etc., dollars. How much lhad each at first? 

I. Solution by the PROPOSER. 

Let a+b?c+etc ...... =s, which is constant. Consider the rth person, 
K, who has at the end k dollars. Let x-Z_number of dollars he had at first. Be- 
fore he gives away any, his original amount is doubled r-1 times and comes to 
equal 2r-1x. At that time all the rest must together have s-2r-1x, and if he 
gives away that amnount he has left 2r-lx-(s-2r-lx)-2?'x-s. Afterwards his 
money is doubled n-r timiies and finally e(uals ' 

*..x_ (k +2n-rS9)/211. 

II. Solution by I. H. BRYANT, A. M., Instructor in Mathematics in Fort Smith High School, Fort Smith, 
Ark.; G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Russell College, Lebanon, Va.; and J. SCHEFFER, A. M., Hagerstown, Md. 

Let x x, X3, x4 , cr be the respective amoun1ts each had at first. 
Let s-=x Xx2 +X3 . ...... +ix ^--=a+b+c . (.1. . ). 

2n1(2x1 >s)--a (2). 
2n-2(4x2-s) b ...... (3). 

2n-3(SX3-").--C (4). 
. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . 

(2)'sx,,--n. 
(2), (3), (4), (5), etc., in (1) gives, x1 -(a+2n-ls)/21', x2 (b+2n-28)/2", 

X 3 (c + 2n-38)/2'i, X4 z(d + 2n-4s)/21.. x,F=(n + s),I2'. 

III. Solution by M. A. GRUBER, A. M., War Department, Washington, D. C. 

Let x1 X. x,.X ,X1, x7-the money that A, B, C, etc., respectively, 

had at first. Put x,,--r, xn l--2r-s, Xn-2l=2Xn-l-s:4r-3s, xn_3, 2Xn-2-8-- 
8r-7s, etc., etc. The lawv that governs the forming of these values makes 

xi2n'(r-s) + s; x .2)n21 (r-s) + s; x e-2n-3(r-s) + s; X4 -2n(r- s) + s; 
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